
MATCH REPORT 
HORNSBY BEROWRA vs PENNANT HILLS DEMONS WHITE 
ROUND 6.  24/8/2020 
ERN HOMES OVAL 

 
After the team photos the team headed off to Ern Holmes Oval for the match against the Demons. The game began under pale 
blue skies and a character-building wind. The Demons were off to a quick start going up by a point, but Hornsby Berowra gained 
some territory when Ben kicked to Jeremy up front who took the mark. That move broke down, but we quickly saw more good 
play by Jack breaking a tackle and going on one of his runs. Lachie was playing a strong game in defence, also breaking tackles. 
Unfortunately, he was sidelined by a head clash for the end of the quarter. The Demons finished strongly with a couple of goals 
and three minors. 
It was cold waiting for the second quarter to begin. Austin kept warm by cutting some shapes to the “Shake your tail feather” song 
blaring from the clubhouse. The hooter sounded and Jack was soon into his work making a strong tackle and kicking to Jonathan 
who took the mark. The ball was constantly stuck in midfield or our defensive third. Lachie, Malachy, Hamish and Finn were making 
lots of tackles. Will had a spell in defence and stopped a certain goal on the goal line then escaped the Demon pursuers with a 
great sidestep. Jonathan, Ben, Austin and Braden were shielding the defence as best they could but hardly any ball made it to our 
forwards. Eventually the pressure told, and the Demons kicked three goals and a behind. 
The Demons began the third with a quick goal, but Hornsby Berowra were still making a valiant effort. Ben found Jack and Jonathan 
with kicks, Finn made a fine run from midfield, Hugh was getting in lots of tackles and Jonathan was constantly in the thick of 
things. Ben just missed with a kick at goal from distance and Will finally got us on the board with a behind. Further strong defence 
kept the Demons to two goals and two behinds for the quarter. 
The final period was dominated by the Demons attack. Hugh, Jon, Will and Lachie were under the pump but somehow kept the 
Demons to two majors and two minors. Lachie blocked two certain goals and forced a rushed behind saving five points. Only the 
tiniest of crumbs made it to our forward line of Henry, Finn and Lawrence. The match ended with an unkind scoreboard considering 
all the effort and improvement we saw from Hornsby Berowra. They were surely more deserving than the solitary point. 
Thursday’s training concentrated on breaking tackles and we saw plenty of that by Hornsby Berowra. Kicking and marking were 
also good. Hand passing along the backs may have given the coaches a few grey hairs, but they were delighted with the overall 
performance and effort. Training this Thursday may see the team working on wrapping the ball up in tackles. 
 

Player of the match: Jonathan Stucker – Made plenty of tackles and a lot of possessions. He took a few marks and 
made his presence felt in defence and midfield. 
Report by Steve Barton. 


